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“I was in need of an eye-popping and attention-grabbing flyer for a new
promotion PetSkull Brewing was running…not to mention we were on a fairly
tight time table.  Terry, Emily, and the crew at Seehafer News came through
HUGE as they not only got me a mockup design within hours, they were able to
work with me on a few iterations until we had it perfect.  I am absolutely going
back to Seehafer News and their marketing and design services for our future
promotional needs!”

- PetSkull Brewing Company

“We were looking for fast turnout on a design project that needed a fresh look.
Emily and the team turned around an excellent design for us, practically
overnight and we published it the next day. We were so grateful for the talent
and turn around.”

- Wisconsin Broadcasting Association

“Working with Emily and Terry on this project has been great. They’ve been
extremely helpful with everything from collecting pictures and videos to making
the small changes I’ve asked for. Emily did a great job with the design and
offered helpful recommendations for a professional user friendly site.”

- Tapped on the Lakeshore

“Emily was easy to work with and open to our ideas and end vision for our
website. She took feedback well and continued to make requested changes to
ensure our website reflected everything we wanted. In the end and a lot of
collaboration, our website reflects our vision. Thank you for helping us refresh
our online presence.”

- Sonnenburg Builders Inc.

“Emily’s work on our monthly advertisements has made a positive impact on our
business. She provides us with creative, applicable content in a timely manner.
We enjoy working with Emily when designing our monthly advertisements
because she offers a unique perspective, along with creative graphics.”

- Weier Wealth Management
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